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INCIPIENT INFINITE CLUSTER
IN 2D ISING PERCOLATION
YASUNARI HIGUCHI, KAZUNARI KINOSHITA, MASATO TAKEI,
AND YU ZHANG
Abstract. We consider the percolation problem in the high-temperature
Ising model on the two-dimensional square lattice at or near critical ex-
ternal fields. The incipient infinite cluster (IIC) measure in the sense of
Kesten is constructed. As a consequence, we can obtain some geometric
properties of IIC. The result holds also for the triangular lattice.
1. Introduction
We consider the square lattice Z2 and the sample space Ω := {−1,+1}Z
2
of spin configurations on Z2. The spin value at x ∈ Z2 in the configuration
ω ∈ Ω is denoted by ω(x). Let |x| denote the ℓ1-norm of x ∈ Z2:
|x| := |x1|+ |x2| for x = (x1, x2) ∈ Z2.
For any finite V , we define the Hamiltonian HωV,h : ΩV = {−1,+1}
V → R
by
HωV,h(σ) = −
1
2
∑
x,y∈V, |x−y|=1
σ(x)σ(y) −
∑
x∈V

h+ ∑
y/∈V, |x−y|=1
ω(y)

σ(x),
for σ ∈ ΩV . Here h is a real number called the external field. We then define
the finite Gibbs measure on ΩV by
qωV,β,h(σ) =

 ∑
σ′∈ΩV
exp{−βHωV,h(σ
′)}


−1
exp{−βHωV,h(σ)}.
Here β is a positive number called the inverse temperature. For any set
V ⊂ Z2, we denote by FV the σ-algebra generated by {ω(x) : x ∈ V }. For
each β > 0 and h ∈ R, the Gibbs measure is a probability measure µβ,h on
Ω in the sense of the following DLR equation:
µβ,h( · |FV c)(ω) = q
ω
V,β,h( · ) µβ,h-almost every ω,
where V c = Z2 \V . Let βc be the critical value such that if β < βc or h 6= 0,
the Gibbs measure is unique for (β, h).
In this paper, we consider the percolation problem in the Ising model
in the high-temperature regime, and construct the incipient infinite cluster
(IIC) measure in the sense of Kesten [7]. A sequence {x1, x2, . . . , xn} of
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points in Z2 is called a path if |xi − xi+1| = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. A path
is called a (+)-path if the spin value is + for every point of this path. A
(+)-cluster is the set of vertices connected by (+)-paths. Let C+0 be the (+)-
cluster that contains the origin, and #C+0 denotes the number of vertices in
C+0 . Let S(n) be the square [−n, n]
2, and Sc(n) := (S(n))c.
For β > 0, we define hc(β) by
hc(β) := inf{h : µβ,h(#C
+
0 =∞) > 0}.
It has been proved (see [3]) that if β < βc, then hc(β) > 0. We write v  w
if there exists a (+)-path from v to w. Similarly v  B (resp. A  B)
means that v  w for some w ∈ B (resp. for some v ∈ A and w ∈ B).
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let β < βc. For every cylinder event E, the limits
lim
n→∞
µβ,hc(β)
(
E
∣∣O Sc(n)) (1.1)
and
lim
hցhc(β)
µβ,h
(
E
∣∣#C+0 =∞) (1.2)
exist and are equal. If we denote their common value by ν(E), then ν
extends uniquely to a probability measure on Ω, and
ν
(
there exists exactly one infinite (+)-cluster C˜+0 ,
and C˜+0 contains the origin O
)
= 1. (1.3)
Kesten’s proof [7] uses independence in many places; we have to replace
it with the mixing property (Theorem 2.1 below). Still the argument is
relatively simple.
The expectation with respect to ν is denoted by Eν . The following theo-
rem is obtained by a similar method as [6], Lemma 2.3 (see also [5]).
Theorem 1.2 (cf. [7] (8)). For any t ≧ 1,
Eν
[
{#(C˜+0 ∩ S(n))}
t
]
≍ {n2µβ,hc(β)(O S
c(n))}t,
where f(n) ≍ g(n) means that C1g(n) ≤ f(n) ≤ C2g(n).
Our proof works also for Ising percolation on the triangular lattice with
β < βc and h = hc(β) = 0. (See [2] for a related work.) In view of
universality, we believe that µβ,hc(β)(O S
c(n)) ≈ n−5/48 as in the critical
percolation on the triangular lattice.
2. Notation and preliminary results
A path {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is called self-avoiding if xi 6= xj for i 6= j. It is
called a circuit if {x1, x2, . . . , xn−1} is self-avoiding and xn = x1. For a given
circuit C , and a finite set D ⊂ Z2, we say that C surrounds D if C ⊂ Dc
and any path connecting D with ∞ intersects C .
For V1, V2 ⊂ Z
2, d(V1, V2) denotes the ℓ
1-distance between V1 and V2;
that is,
d(V1, V2) = inf{|x− y| : x ∈ V1, y ∈ V2}.
The following is a refinement of Theorem 2 (ii) of [3], which can be ob-
tained without changing the original proof. Although it is stated for the
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square lattice, it is also valid for the triangular lattice, together with the
exponential decay result in [1].
Theorem 2.1 (The mixing property). Let β < βc, and h ≥ hc(β). There
exist constants C > 0 and α > 0 such that the following holds. Let l be a
given integer. Assume that V ⊂ Λ are finite subsets of Z2, A ∈ FV and
ω1, ω2 ∈ Ω satisfy
ω1(x) = ω2(x) = +1
for every x ∈ ∂Λ with d(x, V ) < ℓ. Then we have
|qω1Λ,β,h(A)− q
ω2
Λ,β,h(A)| ≤ C
∑
x∈V
∑
y∈∂Λ,d(y,V )≥ℓ
e−α|x−y|. (2.1)
In particular, for every pair of finite subsets V andW of Z2 with V ⊂W ,
sup
ω∈Ω, A∈FV
|µβ,h(A)− µβ,h(A |FW c)(ω)| (2.2)
≤ C|V |d(V,W c) exp{−αd(V,W c)}.
Hereafter we fix β < βc.
Lemma 2.2 ([4]). For any integer k > 0, there exists a constant δk > 0
such that for all h ≥ hc(β) and for all n,
µβ,h
(
there exists a horizontal (+)-crossing of [0, kn]× [0, n]
)
≥ δk, (2.3)
µβ,h
(
there exists a vertical (+)-crossing of [0, n]× [0, kn]
)
≥ δk. (2.4)
Lemma 2.3. There exists a positive constant C1 such that for R < n,
µβ,hc(β)
(
S(R) Sc(n)
)
≥ C1
R
n
.
For the idea of the proof of Lemma 2.3, see e.g. [8], Lemma 5.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
The proof of Theorem 1.1 goes parallel to Kesten’s original proof [7],
except one point in the proof of Lemma 3.3 below, where the independence
played an important role. This can be overcome by means of the fine part
of the mixing property (2.1).
Lemma 3.1 (cf. [7] p.374). We can find 1 ≤ k(1) < k(2) < · · · such that
αi := µβ,hc(β)
(
there exists a (+)-circuit surrounding S(3k(i))
in the annulus S(3k(i+1)) \ S(2 · 3k(i))
)
tends to 1 as i→∞.
This lemma can be obtained by Lemma 2.2, the FKG inequality and the
mixing property (for a similar argument, see [3], Lemma 5.3). We fix a
sequence {k(i)} stated above, and put
A(i) := S(3k(i+1)) \ S(2 · 3k(i)).
The set of circuits surrounding the origin is denoted by Σ. For i = 1, 2, . . .
Σ(i) := {C ∈ Σ : C ⊂ A(i)}
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is the set of circuits in A(i) surrounding S(2 · 3k(i)). For a circuit C ∈ Σ(i),
we define
Fi(C ) := {C is the innermost (+)-circuit in A(i) surrounding S(2 · 3
k(i))},
and
Fi := {there exists a (+)-circuit in Σ(i)} =
⋃
C∈Σ(i)
Fi(C ).
Then,
αi = µβ,hc(β)
(
Fi
)
=
∑
C∈Σ(i)
µβ,hc(β)
(
Fi(C )
)
. (3.1)
Now let E be any cylinder set depending only on spins in S(l), and let
l < 3k(i) < 3k(i+1) < n. Then
E ∩ {O Sc(n)}
=
(
E ∩ F ci ∩ {O S
c(n)}
)
∪

 ⋃
C∈Σ(i)
E ∩ Fi(C ) ∩ {O S
c(n)}

 .
By the Markov property, we have
µβ,h
(
E ∩ Fi(C ) ∩ {O S
c(n)}
)
= µβ,h
(
E ∩ Fi(C ) ∩ {O C }
)
µβ,h
(
C  Sc(n) | [C ]+
)
, (3.2)
where we put
[C ]+ = {ω ∈ Ω ; ω(x) = +1, x ∈ C }.
Let
γ(C , n) := µβ,h
(
C  Sc(n) | [C ]+
)
.
Then by the FKG inequality, for h ≥ hc(β),∣∣∣∣∣∣µβ,h
(
E ∩ {O Sc(n)}
)
−
∑
C∈Σ(i)
µβ,h
(
E ∩ Fi(C ) ∩ {O C }
)
γ(C , n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ µβ,h
(
F ci ∩ {O S
c(n)}
)
≤ (1− αi)µβ,h
(
O Sc(n)
)
. (3.3)
In the same way, we obtain the following: For i < j, C ∈ Σ(i) and
D ∈ Σ(j), let
M(C ,D , j) := µβ,h
(
Fj(D) ∩ {C  D} | [C ]+
)
.
Then for C ∈ Σ(i) and 3k(i+1) < 3k(j) < 3k(j+1) < n, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣γ(C , n)−
∑
D∈Σ(j)
M(C ,D , j)γ(D , n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ µβ,h(F
c
j | [C ]+)γ(C , n) ≤ (1− αj)γ(C , n). (3.4)
The last inequality is by the FKG inequality.
Lemma 3.2 (cf. [7] p.376). If for any C ′,C ′′ ∈ Σ(i)
lim
n→∞
γ(C ′, n)
γ(C ′′, n)
(3.5)
exists, then the limit (1.2) exists.
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By (3.4), for fixed i and ε > 0, we can find a j such that
e−εγ(C , n) ≤
∑
D∈Σ(j)
M(C ,D , j)γ(D , n) ≤ eεγ(C , n),
uniformly in C ∈ Σ(i) and h ≥ hc(β). Iterating this argument for ε2
−(s−1)
at the s-th step, we can find i ≤ j1 < j2 < · · · < js, depending only on i
and ε, such that
e−2εγ(C , n)
≤
∑
D1∈Σ(j1)
∑
D2∈Σ(j2)
· · ·
∑
Ds∈Σ(js)
(
s∏
m=1
M(Dm−1,Dm, jm)
)
γ(Ds, n)
≤ e2εγ(C , n) (3.6)
for all h ≥ hc(β) and n > 3
k(js+1). Here we put D0 = C .
We further assume that these subsequences {js} are chosen sufficiently
large so that for each m ≥ 1, we can find some integer t such that 3k(jm+1) <
3−2t < t < 33t < 3k(jm+1), and
C
C1
(2t)4e−2αt <
1
2
min
D∈Σ(jm)
µβ,h([D ]+), (3.7)
uniformly in h ≥ hc(β). Indeed, since #D ≤ w(m) := 3
2k(jm+1) for any
D ∈ Σ(jm), we have
min
D∈Σ(jm)
µβ,h([D ]+) ≥ µβ,h(ω(O) = +1)
w(m) ≥
(
1
2
)w(m)
by the FKG inequality. This shows that we can obtain (3.7) when we choose
a suitable t of the same order as w(m).
The following proposition is essentially the key to the proof of Theorem
1.1, and after this proposition, the argument is the same as in [7].
Proposition 3.3. There exists a constant 1 < κ < ∞ (independent of ε
and {jm} chosen above) such that for all h ≥ hc(β), D
′,D ′′ ∈ Σ(jm),
M(D ′,E ′, jm)M(D
′′,E ′′, jm)
M(D ′,E ′′, jm)M(D ′′,E ′, jm)
≤ κ2
for every m ≥ 1.
Proof. Let ∂S(n) = S(n+1)\S(n). We shall prove that there exists a κ > 1
such that for D ∈ Σ(jm−1), E ∈ Σ(jm) one has
κ−1γ(D , t)µβ,h (Fjm(E ), ∂S(3t) E )
≤M(D ,E , jm)
≤ κγ(D , t)µβ,h (Fjm(E ), ∂S(3t) E ) . (3.8)
Here, t is the integer satisfying 3k(jm+1) < 3−2t < t < 33t < 3k(jm+1), and
the condition (3.7).
First we prove the second inequality in (3.8).
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Since {D  E } ⊂ {D  Sc(t)} ∩ {∂S(3t) E }, we have
µβ,h([D ]+ ∩ {D  E } ∩ Fjm(E ))
≤ µβ,h ([D ]+ ∩ {D  S
c(t)} | {∂S(3t) E } ∩ Fjm(E ))
× µβ,h ({∂S(3t) E } ∩ Fjm(E )) .
By the mixing property (2.2),
µβ,h ([D ]+ ∩ {D  S
c(t)} | {∂S(3t) E } ∩ Fjm(E ))
≤ µβ,h([D ]+ ∩ {D  S
c(t)}) + C(2t)3e−α·2t.
But by the FKG inequality and by Lemma 2.3, the first term in the right
hand side is not less than
µβ,h([D ]+)C1t
−1,
which is not less than 2C(2t)3e−α·2t by (3.7). Hence, we see that
µβ,h ([D ]+ ∩ {D  S
c(t)} | {∂S(3t) E } ∩ Fjm(E ))
≤
3
2
µβ,h([D ]+ ∩ {D  S
c(t)}).
Thus, we have
µβ,h([D ]+ ∩ {D  E } ∩ Fjm(E ))
≤
3
2
µβ,h ([D ]+ ∩ {D  S
c(t)})µβ,h (Fjm(E ) ∩ {∂S(3t) E }) .
Dividing both sides by µβ,h([D ]+), we obtain the desired inequality for κ ≥
3
2 .
For the first inequality in (3.8), let E ∈ Σ(jm), and let Θ be the region in
A(jm) inside E , namely,
Θ =
{
x ∈ A(jm) ;
any path connecting x with
Sc(3k(jm+1)) intersects E
}
.
Let Ξ be the configuration in Θ, and we write [Ξ] for the cylinder set defined
by Ξ,
[Ξ] := {ω ∈ Ω ; ω(x) = Ξ(x), x ∈ Θ}.
Fix a configuration Ξ such that [Ξ] ⊂ Fjm(E ). Set u = 3
−1t, w = 9t <
3k(jm+1), and G = G1 ∩G2 ∩G3, where
G1 = {there exists a (+)-circuit surrounding S(u) in S(t)},
G2 = {there exists a (+)-circuit surrounding S(3t) in S(w)},
G3 = {∂S(u) S
c(w)}.
Also, let
H1 = {D  S
c(t)}, and H2 = {∂S(3t) E }.
Then since
{D  E } ⊃ G ∩H1 ∩H2,
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we have by the FKG inequality
µβ,h([D ]+ ∩ {D  E } ∩ [Ξ]) ≥ µβ,h([D ]+ ∩G ∩H1 ∩H2 ∩ [Ξ])
≥ µβ,h(G | [D ]+ ∩ [Ξ])
× µβ,h(H1 | [D ]+ ∩ [Ξ])
× µβ,h(H2 | [D ]+ ∩ [Ξ])
× µβ,h([D ]+ ∩ [Ξ]). (3.9)
Further by the FKG inequality,
µβ,h(G | [D ]+ ∩ [Ξ]) ≥ µβ,h(G | [Ξ]), (3.10)
µβ,h(H2 | [D ]+ ∩ [Ξ]) ≥ µβ,h(H2 | [Ξ]). (3.11)
By the mixing property (2.2), the right hand side of (3.10) is not less than
µβ,h(G) − C
2u
3
(9t)2eα
2u
3 ≥
δ83δ14
2
=: C3 > 0.
As for H1, since the spins on D are all positive in [D ]+, the mixing property
(2.1) ensures that
µβ,h(H1 | [D ]+ ∩ [Ξ]) ≥ µβ,h(H1 | [D ]+)− C(2t)
3e−α·2t.
By the FKG inequality and Lemma 2.3,
µβ,h(H1 | [D ]+) ≥ µβ,h(H1) ≥ C1t
−1.
Thus, we have by (3.7),
µβ,h(H1 | [D ]+ ∩ [Ξ]) ≥
1
2
µβ,h(H1 | [D ]+). (3.12)
On the other hand, again by (3.7),
µβ,h([D ]+ | [Ξ]) ≥ µβ,h([D ]+)− C(2t)
3e−α·2t ≥
1
2
µβ,h([D ]+).
From this we have
µβ,h([D ]+ ∩ [Ξ]) ≥
1
2
µβ,h([D ]+)µβ,h([Ξ]) (3.13)
Combining (3.9)–(3.13), we have
µβ,h(([D ]+ ∩ {D  E } ∩ [Ξ]) ≥
C3
4
µβ,h(H1 ∩ [D ]+)µβ,h(H2 ∩ [Ξ]).
Summing this up with respect to Ξ such that [Ξ] ⊂ Fjm(E ), and then
dividing both sides by µβ,h([D ]+), we obtain the desired inequality for
κ ≥ 4C−13 . 
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